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One Day Youll Be Fine
Kari Kimmel

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
ONE DAY YOU LL BE FINE â€“ Kari Kimmel
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Kengus

Official Kari Kimmel website: www.karikimmel.com

Standard tuning
*************************************************************************
   C* = x32013  Fadd2 = xx3213    F = 133211
Bm#5* = x20013      G = 320033    C = x32010
  Am7 = x02013     Am = x02210  G/B = x20033
*************************************************************************

VERSE I
C*                 Bm#5*               Am7
   You told me to fight, I gave it a try 
                     Fadd2
And hoped that you were right
C*                 Bm#5*           Am7
   I don t wanna stay to make it okay 
             Fadd2
For just a while

PRE-CHORUS
  G             Am
Oh, but when I see how much you re hurting
        F           C               G
I wanna do anything   to make it end

CHORUS
       Am                   F
It may take you, and it may break you
                C                            G
But you ll wake up one day and you will be fine
       Am                     F
It may haunt you, but it will stop soon
                C                            G
And you ll wake up one day and you will be fine

VERSE II
C*                  Bm#5*               Am7
   It s so hard to stop, I wanna pick up
                    Fadd2
Where we left off yesterday
C*                      Bm#5*               Am7
   When you came to my door, all smiles before 



                           Fadd2
I said the things that I said today

PRE-CHORUS
  G             Am
Oh, but when I see how much you re crying 
        F           C               G
I wanna do anything   to make it right

CHORUS
       Am                   F
It may take you, and it may break you
                C                            G
But you ll wake up one day and you will be fine
       Am                     F
It may haunt you, but it will stop soon
                C                            G/B
And you ll wake up one day and you will be fine

INTERLUDE
Am  F  C  G/B  x2

CHORUS (easy)
       Am               F
It may take you, it may break you
                C                            G
But you ll wake up one day and you will be fine
       Am                      F
It may haunt you, but it will stop soon
                C                            G
And you ll wake up one day and you will be fine

CHORUS
       Am                   F
It may take you, and it may break you
                C                            G
But you ll wake up one day and you will be fine
       Am                     F
It may haunt you, but it will stop soon
                C                            G/B
And you ll wake up one day and you will be fine

OUTRO
Am  F  C  G
Am  F  C  G/B
Am  F  C  G
Am  F  C  G

=========================================================================
Comment, rate, appreciate!


